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Milking and massage phases of teatcup liner 

Milking time is harvest time for the dairy 
operation. It requires good equipment correctly 
installed, maintained, and operated to harvest all 
the milk, help prevent mastitis, and save time 
for the dairyman. A good milking machine service 
man is trained and equipped to check the operation 
of your entire milking system: his service can 
help you. 

YACUUM PUMPS 

The milking operation requires a steady supply 
of vacuum from the pump. Milk is under pressure 
in the udder: the pressure level varying with the 
time elapsed since the last milking. In operating 
a milking machine, vacuum (reduced pressure) is 
created within the teatcup liner causing the teat 
canal to open and milk to flow. On the off cycle 
of the pulsator, vacuum within the teatcup liner 
causes the liner to collapse around the teat, pre
venting blood congestion within the teat. 

Pump capacity is determined by the air flow 
in cubic feet per minute and is rated by two systems: 
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) system which measures atmospheric air 
flow in cubic feet per minute and the New Zealand 
method which measures air flow in cubic feet per 
minute within the system at 15 inches of vacuum. 
This means pump capacities rated under the New 
Zealand system are exactly twice those rated by 
the ASME system. The 3A Accepted Practices 
for Milking Equipment established by the dairy 
industry specify that the capacity of vacuum pumps 
used in bucket milking systems shall be as large 
as the larger of either (1) the recommendations in 
the following table for the given conditions or (2) 
the milking machine manufacturer's recommenda
tions. 

Milking Machine 

Minimum vacuum pump capacities in cubic feet of air 
per minute (c.f.m.) for bucket type machines 

ASME Standard* 
Number of Long tube** Short tube 

milker units machines machines 

1 4 3 
2 8 6 
3 11 8 
4 13 10 
5 16 12 
6 18 14 

*For New Zea land standards double the above amounts. 

For every 2 inches reduction from 15 inches of vacuum in the operating 
level, subtract 0.5 CFM per unit from the above table on the American 
Standard, 1 CFM on the New Zealand Standard. 

**Long tube machines refer to claw-type, floor-type units. Short tube 
machines are suspended units. 

Pipeline systems, because of larger internal· 
volume, require more vacuum than bucket systems. 
You can estimate vacuum needs from the following 
table, but allow 50 percent additional for reserve. 

Examples of vacuum requirements, pipeline milkers 
(vacuum level 15 inches mercury) 

Mi Iker unit 
Releaser 

Component 

Pulsated vacuum line, 3/8 inches 
per 10 feet of length 

Milk meter 
Vacuum operated door opener 
Sanitary coup I ings, per 20 

Requirement 
ASME Standard* 

2.0 CFM 
4.5 CFM 
1.0 CFM 

1.0 CFM 
.75 CFM 

1.0 CFM 

*For New Zea land standards double the above amounts. 

Use the oil that the manufacturer recommends, 
changing it regularly and maintaining the proper 
level in the pump. Keep belts in good condition. 
Use the belt tension recommended in the operator's 
manual. 

The pump should be in a clean dry dust-free 
location. The exhaust pipe should be at least as 
large as the exhaust connection of the pump and 
as short as possible. The exhaust should not end 
in a milking barn, parlor, or milkroom. If two 
pumps are used on the same system, place them 
close together and connect them to one vacuum 
line. In some pipeline milk:ing installations two 



pui:rips are used as separate systems, with one 
operating the milk line and the other the pulsation 
system. 

VACUUM REGULATORS 

The regulator is the safety valve of the vacuum 
system. It admits air into the vacuum line to hold 
vacuum at the set milking level. If no air is being 
admitted into the regulator, vacuum is lower than 
the set level. Determine the cause and correct it. 

Regulators are either weighted or spring
operated devices. They must be kept clean to 
operate freely. A sticky regulator causes vacuum 
above its set level. 

The regulator should have enough capacity to 
admit air equal to the full vacuum pump capacity 
at operating vacuum levels. It should be located 
between the pump and the first stallcock. If the 
regulator is on the far end of the vacuum line, 
partial plugging of the line could result in high 
vacuum between the plugged area and the pump. 

VACUUM LINES 

Keep the line as short and straight as possible. 
Extra fittings, elbows, and angles cause friction 
and reduce vacuum. Prevent sag by using ade
quate support. A slope of ½ inch to each 10 feet 
of line, preferably in the direction of air flow, 
allows moisture drainage. Connect vacuum lines 
across barn ends to eliminate line dead ends. 

A line of l¼ inch or larger is recommended 
for good milking performance because it has more 
vacuum reserve and is less subject to plugging 
than smaller line. Faster milking and reduced 
udder trouble more than offset the extra cost. 

Flush the vacuum line with hot lye solution at 
least once every 3 months or at any time after 
milk is drawn into the line. Use a solution of 4 
ounces of caustic to 2 gallons of water. Start at 
the stallcock nearest the pump and draw at least 
2 quarts of solution through each stallcock. Empty 
the trap often enough to keep water out of the pump. 
To rinse draw clear hot water through the far end 
stallcock, then neutralize by drawing an acid 
deter"gent solution, prepared according to label in
structions, through the line. Repeat the clear 
water rinse. Operate the pump a short time with 
the far stallcock open to dry the line. 

STALLCOCKS 

Stallcocks should be installed on the side or 
upper part of the vacuum line; stall cocks on the 
bottom of the line are a catchall for dirt in the 
line. Replace loose stallcocks to avoid vacuum 
loss by air leaks. 

PULSATORS 

The pulsator is the valve which alternately 
admits air and vacuum between the metal teatcup 
shell and the rubber liner. Under vacuum the 
liner is opened and milk flows from the teat canal. 
As air is admitted between the liner and shell, 
vacuum within the liner pulls the liner into the 
closed position around the teat. This action 
massages the teat and prevents blood congestion. 

Pulsator rate is the number of changes per 
minute from air to vacuum between the liner and 
the shell. Pulsators should be operated at the 
rate specified by the manufacturer: usually be
tween 40 and 70 pulsations per minute. If the 
recommended rate is exceeded, the liners may 
not close completely and teat injury results. 
Pulsator rate may be checked by counting clicks 
per minute and dividing the total by 2. Or, count 
the squeezes per minute on a thumb inserted in 
the teatcup. 

Pulsator ratio is the ratio of liner open (milk 
phase) time to liner closed (massage phase) time. 
Ratios vary from 50:50 in which milking and 
massage times are equal, to 75:25 in which milk
ing time is greater than massage time. Because 
of the somewhat faster milking rate and reduced 
teat massage time of high ratio pulsators, it is 
most important to remove machines as soon as 
the milk flow stops. 

Pulsators must be kept clean to operate freely. 
Some pulsators need oil; others must be kept dry. 
Follow manufacturers' instructions. Worn pul
sators must be repaired or replaced to assure 
liner closing for teat massage. 

TEATCUP LINERS 

Liners must retain their original shape to 
milk efficiently. Worn, flabby liners do a poor 
job of teat massage. Liners with rough checked 
surfaces harbor bacteria which cause mastitis 
and high bacterial count milk. If new liners milk 
faster than those that were replaced, the old ones 
were used too long. 

Two sets of liners used alternately, a week 
at a time, will milk better and outlast three sets 
used continuously. During rest periods, wash 
and soak liners in alkaline compounds. Rinse 
with clear water, then rinse in acid solution, and 
store them dry or store them in a lye solution of 
½ pound of caustic to 5 gallons of water. Keep the 
solution in a crock, stainless steel, or plastic 
pail out of reach of children. 

For additional information on care of rubber 
parts see Dairy Industries Fact Sheet No. 6 
"Cl"eaning and Sanitizing on the Dairy Farm. " 
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